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Figure 5. Coldtip vibration response at the full protoflight qualification level.

shifted from 850 Hz to 820Hz. Peak response at 1700 Hz was lessened with a minor frequency
shift. Both peak frequency shifts were within 5%.
X-Axis Vibration Test Results. The cooler interface plate was next rotated 90o on the vertical
cube for testing the cooler along the compressor axis. For the compressor axis vibration tests, the
pulse tube bracket vibration response was 14.7 Grms; the compressor end cap response reached
27.5 Grms; while the pulse tube coldtip vibration response was highest at 147.4 Grms. The pre- and
post- test signature data showed that the cooler had no frequency shifts even though the pulse tube
coldtip response in the X axis was 25% higher than in the Z axis. Consensus of the JPL dynamicists
indicated that the Z axis frequency shift in the pulse tube were almost certainly due to fixture
bracket loosening. Post-vibration thermal testing at protoflight temperature level verified this to be
true. The thermal results are discussed in the next section.
PROTOFLIGHT THERMAL PERFORMANCE TESTS
After dynamics testing, the cooler was returned to the laboratory for thermal vacuum performance testing and thermal cycling tests at typical instrument-level protoflight temperatures. Table
2 shows the operating/non-operating cooler reject temperatures provided by Thales Cryogenics in
their LPT9510 cryocooler specification. Also shown are the typical Allowable Flight Temperatures
and the corresponding Protoflight temperatures used to qualify the cryocooler. A thermocouple
placed on the cooler compressor center plate near the transfer line served to measure the compressor “skin” temperature; this also served as the reject temperature. The thermal cycling test (see Fig.
6 for test plan) consisted of six hours of soak at the protoflight hot and proto flight cold temperatures for the non-operating cooler, plus three thermal cycles over the hot to cold operating temperatures. Cooler power-ups were conducted at both hot and cold plateaus, even though in all cases the
cooler electronics were kept external to the vacuum chamber. Functional tests consisting of load
line(s) at constant input voltage were conducted at each hot and cold temperature plateau. Figures
7-9 show the cooler performance sensitivity to reject temperatures of -15oC, 20oC and 55oC. Load
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Table 2: Cooler skin temperatures for the thermal performance temperatures.

lines were taken at input voltages of 6, 8, 10 and 11.5 Vrms input to the compressor at each of these
temperatures.

Figure 6. Protoflight thermal cycling test profile.

Figure 7. Thermal performance at ambient temperature (20 oC)
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Figure 8. Thermal performance at Protoflight cold temperature (-15 oC).

EXPORTED VIBRATION
The exported vibration of the cryocooler was measured in the JPL vibration characterization
facility using a Kistler Model 9255 Quartz 3-component dynamometer and a Kistler Model 5017
charge amplifier. Figure 10 shows the characterization facility and the cryocooler mounted to the
dynamometer. The dynamometer was mounted to a 2275 kg steel seismic mass that rested upon
three Newport Model SLM-24A air supports to isolate the dynamometer from environmental (building) ambient vibrations. The resonance of this system was measured to be around 1800 Hz using a
PCB Piezotronics Model 086C02 impact hammer. A Crystal Instruments Spider80 Dynamic Signal
Analyzer was used to acquire the amplified force signal from the four tri-axial load cells in the
dynamometer. These load cells were statically calibrated by the manufacturer and agreed with the
force measured by an independently calibrated PCB Model 208B load cell. The force of a single

Figure 9. Thermal performance at Protoflight hot temperature (+55 oC).
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Figure 10. The JPL exported vibration facility (left) and Kistler 9255B force table (right).

axis inertial shaker measured by both methods agreed within 10% for frequencies between 40 Hz
and 50 Hz and forces up to 1.5 N in all directions.
The exported vibration of the cooler was measured at nominal cold operating temperatures for
drive frequency and input voltage ranging from 42 Hz to 48 Hz and 6 Vrms to 12 Vrms, respectively. The vacuum pump and recirculating chiller lines were disconnected from the cryocooler
during force measurement. Each measurement lasted approximately three minutes. In addition, the
cooler was driven with three different drive electronics, namely the Thales CDE7232, the Chroma
Model 61602 AC power supply, and the Iris Technology brassboard LCCE. The automatic vibration reduction (AVR) function featured on the Thales CDE7232 drive electronics was used to reduce the exported forces in the compressor axis for the first five harmonics. The amplified force
signal was used as feedback for this function. Figure 11 shows the magnitude of the auto power
spectra (APS) as measured by the Crystal Instruments data management software, with the cooler
driven by the different drive electronics at 45 Hz with 12 Vrms corresponding to 75.5±2.5 Watts. A
flattop window was chosen to accurately determine the magnitude of the peaks. Figure 11 illustrates that the exported force is largely dependent on the purity of the drive electronics signal. Also,
it is evident that the Thales AVR function successfully reduced the exported force in the compressor

Figure 11. The first six harmonics of the compressor axis forces for various electronics driving the
cooler at 12 Vrms (75.5+/- 2.5 W) and at 45 Hz.
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Figure 12. First harmonic of the compressor axis force as a function of drive frequency for various
input voltages with the AVR off (solid) and AVR on (dashed).

direction at the drive frequency through the fifth harmonic. Finally, it is noted that the force measurements made in the present study do not agree with those previously reported2. This is due to the
fact that, in the previous study, the authors reported the average of the fast Fourier transform (FFT)
as measured by the Crystal Instruments software. The FFT average consisted of both magnitude
and phase information that caused the magnitude of the peaks to decrease (or even zero out) over
time when not triggered correctly. This issue came to light early in this present study, and was
avoided by collecting data using the auto power spectra (APS) because it contains no phase information and is truly an average of the magnitude of the peaks.
Figure 12 shows the first harmonic compressor direction force as a function of drive frequency
for the cooler driven with the Thales electronics with various input voltages and with the AVR
function switched on and off. It is evident that, for a given frequency, the force increased with
increasing compressor power. In addition, the AVR function successfully reduced the exported
force below 200 mN for all input voltages and drive frequencies tested, and was observed to work
most effectively at the higher input voltages. Figure 13 shows the first six harmonics of the compressor direction force for various drive frequencies with 12 Vrms input corresponding to 73.5±1.5 W
with the AVR function switched off (left) and on (right). Drive frequencies of 42 Hz and 46 Hz

Figure 13. Exported vibration at the first six harmonics for various drive frequencies. The cooler is
being driven at 12 Vrms with the Thales CDE7232 drive electronics; the AVR controlling the first five
harmonics. Left: vibe cancellation (AVR) off. Right: Vibe cancellation (AVR) on.
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Figure 14. First harmonic exported vibration as a function of drive frequency and compressor input
power in the pulse tube direction (left) and in the perpendicular direction to the plane of the cooler (right).

produced the largest exported forces with the AVR function switched off. In addition, the AVR
function was able to reduce the force of the first five harmonics to less than 45 mN for all drive
frequencies at the higher input voltages.
Figure 14 shows the first harmonic pulse tube (left) and vertical (right) direction (perpendicular
to the plane of the cooler) forces as a function of compressor power for various drive frequencies, and
with the AVR function switched on and off. The pulse tube and vertical direction forces were less than
115mN and 18 mN in all cases, respectively. In addition, the pulse tube direction force increased with
increasing compressor power and drive frequency. On the other hand, the vertical direction force
decreased with increasing power. Finally, for a given frequency and compressor power, the AVR
function only slightly reduced the forces in both the pulse tube and vertical directions. This indicates
that the cooler mounting couples the compressor direction with the pulse tube and vertical directions.
SUMMARY
The Thales LPT9510 pulse tube cooler successfully completed Protoflight random vibration testing and thermal cycling testing to raise its TRL level 6. Additional exported vibration testing was
conducted to start looking at vibration cancellation techniques and capabilities. In doing so JPL found
it was incorrectly collecting FFT data, and improved its exported vibration data collection using the
auto power spectra. The Thales 7232 drive electronics was able to reduce the exported vibration at the
first five harmonics by more than an order of magnitude for all but the lowest of cooler input powers.
Exported vibration levels were reduced to less 45 mN for all but the lowest compressor input voltages.
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